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About Us

Agam Kala Prakashan Agam has been running in its forth decade of the publication business and they are looking forward to reaching higher heights in the coming future. They are pioneers in the field of art related subjects like Indology, archaeology, history, culture, rock art, art-architecture, ancient history, conservation & museum, Buddhism, Jainism, tourism, women studies, environment, epigraphy, numismatics, anthropology, Indian art, dance, music and social science & humanities. Their motto is service to scholar: authors are invited. We provide a platform for authors, weather established or new to bring out their books, but our motto is the best production of quality books. Any book that we undertake to publish will be produced in a short period. Our thirty five years of experience in production and publishing, using the state-of-the art methods to carry out time-bound printing and publishing, touching the whole gamut of production like editing, designing, typesetting, printing and binding, matching. The international standards prompts us to solicit manuscripts from authors for the advancement of learning.
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HISTORY BOOKS

Archaeology And History (Essays In Memory Of Shri A. Ghosh) (Set Of 2 Vols.)

Andhra Culture: An Obscure Phase In The Early Historical Archaeology Book

Mughal Weapons In The Babur-Nama

A History Of Art (Set In 2 Vols.)
GENERAL BOOKS

Encyclopaedia Of Roman World

A Dictionary Of Antiques

Jaina Rocks - Cut Caves In Western India

Terracotta Animal Figurines In The Ganga-Yamuna Valley
EDUCATIONAL BOOKS

Indian Classics (13 Vols Set)

Global Awareness For Preservation Of Cultural Property

India And The Eastern Seas

Amaravati Stupa 2 Vols Set
ART BOOKS

Expressions In Indian Art (Essays In Memory Of Shri M.C. Joshi) 2 Vols Set

Buddhist Art Of Bengal

Buddhist Of Kashmir

Chronological Identity In Indian Art
INFORMATIONAL BOOKS

Conservation Of Manuscripts

Age Of Vikramaditya

Ancient Indian Metallurgy
(Theory & Practice)

Conservation Of Cultural Heritage
(In Honour Of Shri A.S. Bisht)
OTHER PRODUCTS

Dakshin Bharatiya Mandir Vastukala Book

Jharkhand Cultural And Archaeological Perspectives Book

Madhya Bharat Ki Bouddh Sanskriti Euam Kala Book
OTHER PRODUCTS:

A History Of The Earth (Set In 4 Vols.)

Archaeology Survey Of India: Reports

The Indian Antiquary

Conservation Of Textiles, Bone & Ivory
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CONTACT US

Agam Kala Prakashan
Contact Person: Ashok Penday

34, Central Market, Ashok Vihar
New Delhi - 110052, Delhi, India

📞 +91-9810651190
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